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Abstract:
This	 study	aims	 to	measure	 the	viscoelastic	properties	of	dif-
ferent	anatomical	sites	at	the	exterior	surface	of	human	Pectus	
Carinatum	(PC)	costal	cartilage	(CC)	tissues	via	a	microfluid-
ic-based sensor, and  determine  whether  the  viscoelastic  prop-
erties		show		a		link		with		the		anatomic		sites		and		the	cartilage	
length.	Five	CC	segments	from	the	7th	~10th	ribs	are	obtained	
from	a	15yr-old	PC	patient.	Using				a				testing				protocol				of				
multiple    indentation-relaxation    steps,    four    anatomical    
sites:	anterior/posterior		surfaces		and		superior/inferior		bor-
ders  are measured  at  locations of 6mm  apart along  the  length  
of	each	CC		segment.	The		instant	indentation	modulus		and		
normalized		relaxation	amount	are	derived	from	the	recorded	
viscoelastic response to quantify the elasticity and viscosity at 
each	measured	site	of	the	CC	segments,	respectively.	These	CC	
segments are found to be stiffer and  less  viscous  than  healthy  
porcine		CC.		The		normalized		relaxation		amount		reveals		a		
decreasing trend  with  the  indentation  depth  in  the  range  
of		80µm~240µm,		but		becomes		stabilized		in		the	indentation	
range	of	240µm~480µm	for	all	the	CC	segments.	Overall,	the	
anterior surface is stiffer than  the  posterior  surface,  which  is  
opposite  to  porcine  CC  and  is  possibly  due  to  different 
gravitational forces acting on them. For all the CC segments, 
the	 instant	 indentation	modulus	 and	normalized	 	 relaxation		
amount   both  reveal   a  considerable,   random  variation  
among   the   four anatomical  sites  at  the  same  location.  
However,		the		average		instant		indentation		modulus		and	av-
erage	normalized	relaxation	amount	from	the	four	sites	at	the	
same location both do not change much   along   the   cartilage   
length,   indicating   that   the   rest   anatomical   sites   might   
adjust	 	 	 to	 accommodate	 the	 change	 at	 one	 anatomical	 site.	
Only one of the segments show a decreasing trend of instant 
indentation modulus along the cartilage length and exhibits 
mild variation in elasticity and viscosity among the four sites 
and along the cartilage length.
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